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Turning the leaf of 2007, the year has been most intense and most karmic.
Albeit many good moments and experiences may have emanated from 2007; most of
us are so glad to see the end of 2007 as many sad events have manifested during the
year, some of which are even traumatic in their essence. Many of us have felt the deep
sadness and grief of hurt in different and varying avenues of families. Needles to
mention examples, it has been a year of karma to teach us that compassionate love
and humanity, above all doctrines is the greatest human religion capable of giving
hope to our future generation children.
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Time and tide awaits no human, for opportunity and moments come and go
without returning in the same conditions. No one condition or experience can ever be
repeated.

Some of us anticipate and envisage our world at large for the ensuing years,
others sceptical and rather neutral do not believe in astrology. Astrology gives us
insight. When I combine seven to nine different techniques to arrive at similar
conclusions and visions, it is then that I confirm to my beliefs of anticipation and
insight. True no one can avert destiny. However; our astrological intentions are to
improve karmic fate upon which we can build a stronger spiritual will power.
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During the year 2007, many karma came to close. Politicians and economists
toil to envisage what shall transpire hereafter. Whilst the sociological uncertainties
increase in all four quarters of the world, the U.K. economy for one is set to grow
between the 1 percent and 1.5 percent GDP. This is somehow marginally challenged
with increased Gold prices and increased Crude Oil prices. The interest rates shall
remain a dilemma and an area of vagueness as none of the economists will be
accurately able to bring down inflation and control the cost of living in the U.K. The
property prices shall continue to stabilise between a marginal 2.5 percent increase in
value. After March 2008, United Kingdom government shall continue to renew many
of its policies and many of its legislations in line with the EU. Gordon Brown will
come under scrutiny sooner than later. One can envisage increase in interest rate
with a drop later on. The year 2008 shall be a beginning of new treaty perhaps the
EUROPEAN TREATY.
The year 2008 will mark the beginning of new era for China. Great many
commercial links and contracts will be bonded with China.
Crude Oil shall see declining supply and increasing prices in the short term
until 2009. A slow down in the price rage will see slight comfort around 2009.
Alternative resources will not be sufficient to meet the world consumption of fuel for
the next five years. Continue buying Gold as most reliable savings because Gold
prices will not plunge. The real estate prices in the USA will continue to decline and
even stabilise and remain at levels of 2006 for another five years or so as will in the
UK the real estate will also stabilise with slower growth and increased demand with
increased supply will see U.K. stabilise in real estate. Interest rates will keep around 5
percent in the U.K. and rise to around 6 percent later in the year 2008. New laws will
come in force in the U.S.A. One huge change world may witness is USA
leadership...There are chances that Hilary Clinton may win elections and USA is
tamed to have major changes.
The year 2009 is a prominently successful year for AMERICAN-INDIAN
business relations. In India, the housing prices will continue to rise slowly, albeit
growth will be slower than envisaged. The shifting of world power will be the main
investment focus of this decade. In order to understand which asset classes will
benefit from this power shift, we need to look at the underlying trends. Financially
speaking, United Kingdom, will NOT become full part of the EC yet because of our
political camouflages. We shall continue to enjoy the Royalty for another five years or
so. Canada will prosper!
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Spiritual awareness and growth emanates from U.K., Canada, Australia,
Africa, and India will continue to engage in commercialising "Vedic religion" and
Vedic heritage to the Americans who have built personalised umbrellas of Vedic
heritage Institutions in the greed of selfish motives. Such individuals will suffer in
health and life in their later years. Indians who sell
Here is the advantage: if communist China decided to build 40 cities and
hundreds of airports, they will be built. Punishment is not a bonus taken back, but a
life spent in prison. Fear is a much stronger motivation than greed. That is why selloffs are sharper and more sudden than the moves up. Gold, silver and commodities
have grown up and they will live their own bullish lives in the coming US recession.
Due to the change of technical system, the future can no longer be thought as
a continuation of the past. Our era presents two radically new modes of operation,
never before experienced by humankind, in its two million years of its existence.
United States of America will be subjected to most uncertain upheavals in
political and sociological spectrum. Innately and regrettably believe that USA will be
subjected to natural disasters and weather epiphany.
The USA financial crises with the Middle Eastern crises will have heavy
impact upon the structural changes of the world economy. The growth pace will
become slower and the challenges of the policy makers across many emerging
economies will call for stringent legislations and taxation.
George Bush [shall diminish] will come into severe enmity as Saturn-Uranus
oppose each other in the square. With the Iraq War as the pivotal issue, 2008 is
shaping up to be a pivotal year in American politics and history. The Saturn-Uranus
opposition and a Mars-Neptune square on election day indicate powerful themes of
conflict/change, as well as uncertainty/lack of clarity. Would damage have been done
or is "Bush" still going to continue the headless chicken style leadership? Bush out
means new hope for USA! Bush era is just about over.
Watch out for the transit of Saturn and Pluto and Uranus with Neptune
square. USA has some serious political, economic and sociological difficulties ahead
between April 2008 and August 2008; then again between 2008 and 2009 when
solar return will affect adversely the position of the president Bush. The year 2003 to
the year 2008 will mark the completion of the five year cycle of such saturnine in
adverse karma in Bush's chart.
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August 2008 will be very critical time for Bush [probably an assassination
attempt even]. Most likely mars-saturn always results into violent confrontations.
The year 2008 is a Chinese Year of rat. Numerologically it is a representation
of number 10/1. The world will see many enterprising individuals being born with
creativity and flair. Fashions will be introduced in 2008 that will be touching the
beauty of old and new the east and west. Much will happen in AFRICA particularly
Kenya, Tanzania and South Africa. China will be at the forefront of economic
transformations.
A new karma cycle will begin from APRIL 2008 for the world at large and also
for most of us. Spiritually, this new cycle will be a re-awakening cycle. As well as
challenging planetary configurations will become imminent, the once used
terminology of "third world" will no longer prevail true! For most of the economic
development will enhance in China, India, Africa and even Southern America.
Western economies would have reached saturation in all corners with disturbing
stock markets.
Watch out the stock markets as the share holder values fall short of the
dividends and paper profits no longer maintain the share prices. This will be most
interesting as many rectifications and corrections will take place in the hiked up
artificial share prices. A fall in sterling will become eminent if the GB government
joins the EU.
We can only envisage the forthcoming time. No one can actually truthfully
accurately state the timing of events. However, one can envisage decline in the U.K.
sociological, political and economic lifestyles as the country undergoes radical
changes and transformation some of which will be adverse and inappropriate.
"God save the Queen" for we are indeed very fortunate to be under the
Royalty. Long live the HRH. May God bless the Monarchy!
What if the slogan changes to "God save the King" and Prince Charles is
crowned the King of United Kingdom? We shall see. August 2008 marks a crucial
time for Prince Charles aka King Charles. Prince William is addictive to drugs and
alcohol abuse as much as his brother Prince Harry. Prince Charles has some
wonderful qualities in him to qualify him as a King. Astrologically, Jupiter will
continuously bring his Venus down and will always be humble.
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Trouble is foreseen in floods and excessive heat in the world. Pakistan is the
source of all terrorism and AlQaida has his tent in the highlands of Pakistan and
Afghanistan borders. There may be upheavals in Pakistan.
India will be chaotic; commercialised, diversely torn apart between the war of
justice and its own sociological infrastructures and fragmentations in political
economy.
Corruption will be exposed in every sphere of society that has mass
involvement or influence - government, law, sport, finance. Expect secret societies to
be brought into the spotlight in all this.
The year 2008 will be year of transformation after March 2008 whatever
happens. Those who are prepared for economic and political shake-ups should be
able to continue with their lifestyles, though even they may hit a few bumps in the
road. Global economic upheaval might cause larger personal expenses, and
investments might not be as profitable as you had planned. Political tension
worldwide could create a troubling atmosphere, and you might find yourself
unusually irritable. Yet clever, insightful people who can sense the needs of a
changing society will grow stronger by adapting and staying flexible. They might even
find themselves suddenly wealthy. This year will NOT be a year to rationalize or to
ignore the admonishments of economist. Very often we go through life wearing
blinders like a horse, but those who take off those blinders and prepare for a rocky
road can thrive in 2008.
So, what does the next era bring us?
Poverty will subside a little/ waning away disasters and wealth will be
distributed to the most poor parts of the world.
Green and environmental issues. We shall see more health conscious
governments and more health aware councils.
Earthquakes and hurricanes across the globe in places that are volcano
earthen. Most high risk areas are LOS ANGELES, KENYA, FLORIDA, many parts of
INDIA, Far east, Russia and USA.
Pakistan bordering with Afghanistan will continue to spread terrorism and
threat of terrorism in the world and it will itself suffer from dictatorship government.
The year 2008 is critical year for middle eastern peace.
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Increase in diseases in particular blood related disorders and terminal
illnesses. The karmic illnesses will have no solutions in some instances. World
technological findings will take place in uprooting cures for cancers and aids of
certain types that were incurable before. There will be integration in medicine and
perhaps the better parts of alternative medicine will be integrated within the
framework of the traditional medical school syllabuses.
Watch out for dictatorship in Russian leadership in March 2008. April 2008,
marks very critical time for Russian politics.
August 2008 is significant time for this world at large. We astrologers and
psyches so consider this timeframe to be most unfavourable in particular
assassinations, wars, threat of nuclear warfare, and much more fears from the
terrorism acts.
The date august 8th 2008 is a significant date as in Greek numerology it
corresponds to return of Uranus/Pluto/saturn cycle.
Mars will bring stock markets to chaos. In Europe, Latin America, Asia, India,
and Australia, the stock markets will bring more serious repercussions in financial
ruin compared to U.S.A. World economy will worsen between now and 2010. Forgive
me once more for bringing such gloomy outlook.
U.S.A. George Bush Government will fail as true colours of "Bush" will
emanate from the encouraged tensions in warfare in Iraq. The time frame between
now and 2010 is crucial for USA.
World history will be made by Hilary Clinton being elected as a president of
the U.S.A. whilst BUSH is still at war with Muslims.
The election battle will be a neck and neck close rally between AlGore and
Hilary Clinton. Probability based on Favourable Jupiter and Sun conjunction means
AlGore will win the elections. However - most astrologers still consider Hilary Clinton
to be the first woman president of the U.S.A. all favourites.
One prominent nation in Europe will elect a woman prime minister. Most
probably it will be Germany.
"Bush" is the most hated humanbeing on this earth. This theory will be proved.
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Islam fundamentalists will continue to threaten the world at large defaming
the Muslim religion under the pretence of jihad a holy war.
Earthquakes are imminent in the NEW Yearend showing more in Indian
continent.
India will be at the forefront of communications and electronics and research
and development.
By 2008, you will see a worldwide exhaustion regarding war and the old, fearbased politics. That old fear will pale in significance compared to the mounting
climactic problems. People from all walks of life will start demanding that their
governments listen and obey, instead of the other way around. Part of the awakening
of the masses will occur as people reclaim their individual power instead of bowing to
their old, fear-based societal traditions. We are speaking here of both East and West,
because they must meet and agree, just as enough people, must demand change
before science and spirituality can meet and merge. If you look carefully, most of the
governmental and religious leaders are older adults engrained with lessons from the
Cold War—the us-or mentality. Major change will come from the ranks of younger
adults, the children of the baby boomer generation, as they move up into influential
positions in big business and politics. Through and beyond 2012, they will bring in
the new, higher perspective of “all one” people and what is best for the common good.
There will be clear evidence of this in 2008, when the people of the United
States elect a new president. After two presidential terms (eight years) of lies, deceit
and cover-ups, the whole world will breathe a sigh of relief when the Bush regime
ends. We do see good potential for the war in Iraq to begin winding down by then. In
many unexpected ways, this leader has been positively influential in swaying that
nation’s politics toward the good of the masses. Between the futile and embarrassing
war in Iraq, the inept foreign policies and the erosion of democratic rights of the
American citizenry, people are looking for something better, more noble, more
wholesome and more intelligent in their next leader. Yes, in contrast to Bush’s total
disregard for the wellbeing of his populace, the next president elected in 2008 will
have clear, recognizable spiritual integrity and compassion. This new president will
have a great impact on global politics and will help shed light on many governmental
inequities around the world. He will help raise the bar on what is morally correct and
work toward global consensus on many important issues.
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COMMUNICATIONS ENHANCE AS TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS DEVELOP
ACROSS GLOBE.
This same trend of pursuing a higher moral ground will be seen in all
countries. There will also be new, younger leaders emerging in the Middle East in the
next few years who will greatly help to bring peace to a very political hot spot on your
planet. Even the Arab countries that are Muslim will be forced to clean up their act
and take better care of their citizens. A
Africa will have more need of foreign aid and foreign influence to stop the civil wars
and mass killings.
Gradual restructuring of wealth and assets around the world as more truth becomes
known and as the global priorities shift from “us and them” to “all of us.”
Speeding up of global warming.
The oppressed areas of the world must be invigorated with food, water, basic needs
and education so that those people can have a goal besides just staying alive.
The best antidote to poverty and oppression will be vast world wide educational
training, giving the poor the opportunity to learn a trade and provide for their
families. Living in harmony means much more than a “stop shooting!” policy.
Giving people a chance to make something of their lives, sharing resources so that
none suffer—that is truly heaven on Earth. Yes, we are speaking of societal and
cultural developments beyond 2008. By 2008 many more dark things that were
hidden will come up to the light of public scrutiny.
You have already seen much corruption come to light in the private business sector,
putting those responsible in jail and leaving many people out of work and out of
retirement funds. Now the light of truth and compassion is being focused on the
governmental level, revealing much manipulation, lying, theft and deceit. Another
arena on which light will be shed is the drug and insurance companies. The large
insurance companies will come under scrutiny in countries that have privatised
medicine. This imbalance of people getting adequate medical care only if they can
afford it leaves millions of poor people unable to get help when they need it. The
stranglehold that insurance companies have on both patients and doctors must
change, for it is an unfortunate mismanagement of health care.
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Socialised medicine, too, will come under scrutiny for different reasons, but
with the same goal: getting people adequate medical attention when they need it,
without waiting months at a time. Meanwhile, doctors are being overtaxed by
insurance paperwork and limited by the insurance companies in what they can
prescribe. When insurance companies are in charge of what a doctor can or cannot
do, the result is sad for all people involved. Such is prominent for U.S.A.
Some patients are not getting adequate medical care, and doctors are not
allowed to practice medicine as they were trained to do except for following the
insurance giants.
Also, medical malpractice insurance has become such an overblown system
that in some countries it is literally putting doctors out of business. After years of
training and years of medical practice, some doctors cannot afford the local
malpractice insurance and are being forced to either move or retire. Insurance
companies are in need of major moral restructuring, as are drug companies, in order
to serve the needs of the people, rather than just milking people to make as much
profit as they can. Health care must become heart-based, not profit based. Though it
will take some years beyond 2008 before true change comes, you will see the need for
change and the seeds of change happening this year.
Around the world, weather and politics will clash, showing the need for major
changes. Since more than half of the world’s population lives in coastal regions, the
poorest will be the hardest hit. These weather anomalies will also affect crop growth,
and thus food supplies. Long droughts in some areas and floods in others areas will
become more common. As the seasons shift away from their prior patterns, some
parts of the globe will see longer spring-summer weather, whereas others will have
more consistent cold weather. This distortion in nature will cause many illnesses to
flare up. As global warming brings us higher temperatures, there will be more time
for insects to live and reproduce. Malaria, encephalitis, and dengue fever may spread
again, affecting the poorest populations in the hottest climates.
Even now, many people are suffering an intensity of allergies due to extended
pollen seasons. Some are becoming intolerant of chemical additives or developing
late allergies and asthma. Many lightworkers who are clearing illness patterns from
their bodies through holistic work are finding those illnesses cropping up one more
time. Or symptoms may appear, but nothing for which a doctor can pinpoint a cause.
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Numerologically, 2008 Will Be a Year for New Beginnings. The biggest
change we see coming in 2008 is a shift away from war toward finding peaceful
solutions for problems, both local and global. As global warming captures the
attention of the media, terrorism will fall back to being the extremist criminal act that
it truly is.
The first one is the ability to instantaneously communicate from one end of
the planet to the other. By the first quarter of the next century, communication will
become audio-visual, and will reach even the most disadvantaged groups of people.
Almost all countries will cross the threshold of ten telephone lines per one hundred
inhabitants before 2020. This web of communication means it will no longer be
possible to control civil society. The very concept of power will have to be
reconsidered.
Following industrial society, we will be entering into the cognitive civilisation.
Now, to each technical state specific forms of organization correspond: for the
hunters-gatherers, the tribe; for the farmers, the village and feudalism; for industry,
the large company and the Nation-State. For this new technical system, the normal
form of socialization is the small firm, and for community requirements, associations,
foundations, local authorities and professional organizations. All these organizations
are constructed and organized in line with cognitive needs. They must balance their
accounts for fear of insolvency. They are the emanation of the human conscience,
translated into volition. Each generation can create them, animate them, suppress
them and reorganize them anew according to its own desires.
The second mode of operation results from the perception of the limits of the
world and the fragility of life. The last remaining wild forests are threatened. The
perspective of their disappearance is a source of distress. After a period of
unrestrained consumption, humans start to feel responsible and seek to limit energy
wastage, pollution, to preserve flora and fauna and to heal the wounds of Nature.
Humanity is increasingly exercising birth control. Demography will reach a
maximum around 9 billion by 2050 and then decrease back to 7 by 2100. It will be
the century of the Feminine rule.
The values of preservation of life, harmony and balance will become more
important than the previous masculine values of conquest and authority, which fitted
in with the periods of unbridled expansion of the Species.
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While woman becomes definitively responsible for Nature, as its gardener,
she also transforms it. It becomes a Techno-Nature. From now on, all the
environment is recreated. It is imagination given form. The issue of technology now
presents itself in other terms. It is no longer about just providing useful answers to
specific needs, but about recreating conditions favourable to the spread of life in all
its forms.
These two characteristics of our time, instantaneous communications and
fragility of life, give birth to a planetary consciousness. At the same time, they call
forth a continual re-creation of the world, focusing on innovation as the central
question in controlling this poorly defined future. However, the culmination of this
scenario of the next century, creative freedom, will occur only after a long march
riddled with trials and tribulations.
At first, we will experience the disarray of the entertainment society. Reality
shifts, infused by the media and virtual universes. The hyper-visibility of some is met
by the invisibility of others : exclusion increases. The inner cities and deprived slums
of the big cities swell on all continents. There are no longer rich countries and poor
countries, but rich and poor people living within a hundred yards of each other,
throughout the planet. Half of humanity lives in towns in 2005, and urbanization
continues to grow to more than two-thirds of humanity, before receding.
Between 2010 and 2020, life in towns becomes so dangerous and inhuman
that the ruling classes are forced to radically change their strategy, as they did in
Europe in the middle of the nineteenth century. They no longer expect the "invisible
hand of the market" to create miracles and get down to organizing planetary mass
education and major redevelopment programmes. This marks the transition to an
energetic and normative education society.
We should not regret the fading of the powers that be. They were primarily
abusive, and still will be for some time. But more than that, this mutation means that
institutions are no longer regarded as sacred. Tribes, Empires and Churches used to
impose themselves on humans. They pre-existed their birth and survived their death.
Each individual person had little influence on their course. From now on, all
organizations can be remodelled and are even mortal. It is up to each generation to
confirm, invalidate or reorientation them. Institutions have no other legitimacy than
the energy of those who give life to them. Let's not beat around the bush...here's
what's going to happen next year in the "O" world:
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1) Offshoring panic will continue, but will force providers to innovate. Concerns over
the appreciating rupee, weakening dollar, wage inflation and employee attrition will
continue to have a powerful impact on the global outsourcing industry. The onus on
the leading outsourcing providers is to focus on building constant ongoing efficiency
and dynamic working environments for their staff, price their engagements on
business services as opposed to offshore staff wages, and expand their delivery
centres into other low-cost global locales like Latin America, Philippines and South
East Asia to minimize the risk from their offshore delivery models. 2) The
standardisation of technology platforms within Business Process systems revolutions.
The Kenyan government is pumping millions of dollars into improving the nation's
outdated telecom industry. There is high possibility that a radical leadership change
may transpire in Kenya in 2008. Mexico and Brazil have long been popular vacation
destinations, and in 2008 these locales could become prime targets for offshore
providers looking to expand their footprints outside of India. Offshoring remains
popular -- nearly 45% of 221 U.S. companies.
Britain’s economic horizon is fast darkening; For the first time in 15 years,
Britain is facing the prospect of a serious economic slowdown. After the longest
period of uninterrupted economic growth in modern British history—and a worldbeating decade of price stability, rapidly rising living standards and low
unemployment—the era of prosperity is not completely over. But consumers,
homeowners, workers and financiers are entering a leaner period than anything they
have experienced since the Labour government came to power in 1997. Feud of show
and facade of childish games between two political leaders will become absurd.
Where will this take our nation? If Britain will suffer gloom and doom in economy,
U.S.A. will have a hangover until 2009 in their property markets as dollar continues
to remain cheap and exports give footage to USA GDP abroad. Spend more dollars to
buy American goods! Motor industries will contemplate moving to USA. Recession is
not a certainty, however, because of two counterweights. The more important is
monetary policy. America’s central bankers cut short-term interest rates by an
aggressive half-percentage point to 4.75% in September 2007, to “forestall” the
impact of financial turbulence on the economy. More rate cuts will follow and during
2008 the federal funds rate will fall below 4%. But with underlying inflation, at 2%, at
the high end of the central bankers’ comfort zone, short-term rates will not be slashed
as dramatically as they were between 2001 and 2003, when the federal funds rate fell
to 1%.; lower interest rates will cushion the economy less fully with low interest rates
boosted spending in part by buoying house prices.
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Since the economic weakness in 2008 will result from the bursting of the
housing bubble, lower interest rates will now have less impact. Crudely put, the fate
of the American economy next year will be determined by three F-words:
foreclosures, foreigners and the Fed.
Business globalisation implies USA I.T. operating abroad.
So, what is the gameplan? Wars generated by USA Bush government will
fizzle out and then what? America will run out gross national income surplus by end
of 2009. By 2010, it is most likely that unemployment will hit USA as large
corporations begin their scrapping processes in 2008 in order to regenerate
performance profitability and share holder value. Whilst improving the shareholder
value, the performance will focus on cost cutting strategies and mergers and
acquisitions. Lo! What a disgraceful typical American way of business.
This sad and inhumane manner of making people redundant unexpectedly
will manifest in the U.K. as well.
Despite all the gloom and doom, the world will still survive and some major
eclipses both lunar and solar will throw some planetary configurations to bring to
earth laughters and entertainment.
Watch out the increase in talent competitions becoming more and more
popular. Trouble between Iran and Iraq manipulated by USA.
Stock markets face difficulties in their share prices. Level of activities indicate
more selling than buying.
Think big? Think small? Think broad? Think Short? Does it matter?
Whatever, listen and learn to listen more. The Gurus of economics suggest to think
short term, live long term, save, and be conservative in spending. Another school of
economics suggest to assume nothing and presume no knowledge at all. But by
talking lesser and listening more, we are bound to learn and heed some logistics and
rationale that may probably help ourselves. Above all, lest we forget to have a good
sense of humour, forgive my short sightedness for even i am aware of the wise tale of
the short story sellers to collect my own joys! I am but an imperfect human and it is
my right to make mistakes. For it is human to err.
It is not the end of Human History but its more hopeful beginning.
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The last era of ten years has been a karmic phase to teach us about true
human values. Some of us have experienced hurting rejections, grief of being
resented by another close relative or loved one without reason, cause or justice, being
abandoned, isolated, and even humiliated by our closed ones. It is indeed very
difficult to survive humiliation of self respect when integrity comes under humiliation
without any reason, cause or justice whatsoever.
The last ten years taught us that a false ownership claiming falsefully what is
rightfully another's proprietary right of happiness and peace by aggression is not
resolute means to live a life of health, wealth and happiness.
Diseases, sicknesses, tragedies, upheavals, disasters, brokenness, tragic
deaths, sudden epiphany, natural trauma, are symptoms of polluted wealth or wealth
built upon wrongfulness or discrimination or anger/hate, greed, lust, selfishness,
revenge, vendetta, etc.
From 1997 to the end of 2007, we have collated much grief of hurt. Turning
the leaf over from 2007 to 2008, it is now time to let go of hurt. To let go of broken
fragmented knots that never was an anchor to our spirit of life in the first place.
Sociologically therefore, our human life shall experience a new cycle of karma.
Welcome 2008. The next era of 2008 to 2018 is an era of growth and spiritual
awakening.
If you are Vedic Indian, your name will be based on rashi. Rashi is the moon
in the horoscope. Lunar based astrology, the navamsha chart is considered equally
important and significant in analysing the effects of the birth chart. There are nine
factors to consider before embarking upon an overview predictions in Vedic astrology
for a particular rashi.
Once in every 60 years or so Pluto enters Capricorn to transform the world.
Shiva is the ruler of Pluto. Energies will pour into the governments and creative
models will be formed. Crude oil prices will rise, with New president of U.S.A. [Hilary
Clinton] inheriting messy shambles from dirty laundry of "Bush". Hopefully, there
will be coalition grassroots in trying to put back the mess as Spring 2009 shows new
models of government balancing its debts.
2009 summer will see USA property prices stabilised.
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Spiritual awareness will help us cope with tragic epiphany like earthquakes,
hurricanes and tornados.
The ensuing two years and a half are positive cycles of Saturn commencing in
Virgo in September 2007. By 2009 summer when it finishes its last lap, there will be
end of Iraq war and more positive ways of female influences around the world.
Lest we forget, 2008 will bring hope and new light for children in need,
children with talents and children who were unfortunate, misfortunate and battered
in 2007. If I may conclude: The year 2007 was a karmic death year bringing many
blockages and upheavals and this period will last until March 2008.
Life sucks, so may one get over it [whatever it is that's bothering one deep
inside one;s heart ache] and may one start enjoying the little time we have here on
this planet with one another without the trauma of envy, jealousy, hatred, anger,
stupid childish possessiveness, obsessions, false control and false heroism. No matter
how many obstacles or rejections or reprimands or hurt emanate from all this, that
and the other, it is within our own souls and our own spiritual entities, our own inner
divinity that the glow of million lights of delights blossom. If we feel that we have lost
something important and very significant, we ought to realise also that it were never
ours in the first place. Whatsoever is lost, is only returned back to the righteous place
it belongs.
Where there is no sense of longing to belong, that is not a home. When we are
rejected or deceived in affection or relationship feigns it is but a blessing from the
higher order that we realise the altruism of love. Every adversity is an opportunity to
realise our own inner spiritual divinity.
When we understand one another with compassion and integrity and self-respect we
have found soul mates in one another. The rest is a web of acquaintances.
Goodbye to the horrid nightmares of the era 1997-2007.
WELCOME 2008
HAPPY NEW YEAR TO ALL
Written and composed by Jyotikar Pattni @ www.hanss.co.uk
© Copyrights December 2007
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